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Little Owl flies through the night forest, visiting his friends. One friendly fox says hello, two beavers

wave, three skunks nibble berries. And when Little Owl finally reaches his own tree, he sees

Raccoon who has gathered ten acorns. Sweetly told, 1-2-3 is just right for children learning their

numbers!
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My 2 1/2 year old twins LOVE Little Owl's Night and it has become one of the frequently read books

for our bedtime ritual. When I saw that other Little Owl books were being released, I knew we would

be purchasing them for our collection. Even though we already have some counting books, my kids

love Little Owl so much that I wanted to get this one for them. If you are familiar with Little Owl's

Night, you know about how Little Owl flies through the sky and looks at the animals and what they

are doing. Little Owl's 1 2 3 is a lot like Little Owl's Night in that it is told in the same soft and sweet

singsong way, which makes it another excellent bedtime book. Most of the same animals that are in

Little Owl's Night are in this book and Little Owl counts them. Each page has one or two sentences

which makes it simple to focus on one number at a time and the pages are made of thick board

book material which should withstand the toddler years. The book counts from one to ten. As soon

as this book arrived, my kids were so excited that we had to read it right away. If you are already

familiar with Little Owl and want a good numbers book, I would recommend this one. It's simple,

educational, has beautiful pictures and my kids love it! I highly recommend this book!



I am a fan of this author - just didn't care for this book! It is way too similar in illustration and concept

to Little Owl's Night for me to feel good about paying for both. Take advantage of the "Look Inside"

feature and make sure you'll be OK with the similarities before you buy.

My 2 year old loves Little Owl's Night, so we had to get her Little Owl's Colors & 123; she loves

seeing the animals reappear in all the books and I love that it is an easy way to introduce her to

numbers (1-10) and counting!Each page has a yellow numeral in the corner and the numbers in the

sentences are also capitalized and yellow to stand out; we point to the numeral and ask our

daughter to identify it before reading each page, and will do the same with the written numbers

when she is old enough to start recognizing sight words.

It's cute, but I was hoping for some new illustrations. The pages (while very slightly different) are

basically blown up parts from the Little Owl's Night book that I already have.

We are big fans of the "Little Owl" books in our house! I love how all th books keep the same

characters and similar scenery so you can really see how they all do truly belong together. Little owl

is super adoreable! Mydaughter loves all the cute critters, and I am assuming most any child (or

adult) would too! The stories are easy to follow and all have learning aspects. My daughter who is

almost 4, likes to "read" along with me since she can remember a lot of th story/s. I think these

books have just the right balance between picturs and words for early, or pre-readers. They also

make great bedtime stories because they are not too long too.If you have a child who loves owls

and/or forest critters, these books are for you! We own all the "Little Owl" books and have not been

disappointed in any of them! Even if your little one is not a total owl lover, the books provide an

interesting story and are fun to read together or alone as well as teach along the way. I highly

recommend these books to everyone I know! If this review was helpful to you, please click the yes

box below.

While this book may be a little long for the young crowd (under one), it's adorable regardless. It's not

simply 1, 2, 3, but it shows you the forest animals and makes a little story out of them. Fully

recommended.

Beautiful! If your little ones love Little Owl's Night, they will be delighted to learn to count with Little



Owl too. Easy for little hands to hold and turn pages. Gorgeous!

This book is so cute! I love how it teaches my daughter her numbers at the same time. We love owls

and woodland animals so this is a hit with my baby and even my 4 year old.
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